
o

God is the author of the Bible and Creator/Author of the cosmos

o

Any contradiction b/w the two is not from God but in the court of human interpretation

o

Concordism – the belief that Scripture assumes a modern scientific understanding

o

Non-Concordism – A rejection of the idea that the Bible is a book of science. Proponents believe that God has not put
modern scientific facts in the Bible therefore we cannot make scientific predictions based on what the Bible reveals.

1.
2.
3.
4.

How do we deal with the Chronological differences between Gen. 1 and Gen 2?
If Gen. 1 is read literally…how do we read Gen. 2
Age of the Earth
How do we reconcile the literal reading of Gen 1 & 2 with what the overwhelming majority of Scientist claim about the
origin of the universe and life.

1.

To demonstrate a theologically accurate understanding of Scripture w/o “compromising” the integrity or inherency of the
biblical text.
To explain how death before the Sinful fall of A & E could exist.
If Gen 1 & 2 are not literal…To Explain the historicity of A & E and how sin has spread to all humans (doctrine of Original
sin).






2.
3.



Identity of God as the only creator (Gen 1:1; 2:4)



Origins – 1:1 – in the beginning – does this refer to a specific point in time or a period of time?
o
o
o



If point in time…communicating about a measurement of time
If period of time…could be an introductory formula preceding v. 2 which begins describing God’s work in ordering the Earth (1:1; 2:1)
If period of time…could also refer to prior creation of material cosmos – v. 2 then begins describing a specific tory of ordering the cosmos.

Created the heavens and the earth – bara – Hebrew word for create…means to bring into existence.
o

Could be material or functional?



Contextually we should note Gen 1:1 as referring to who not how. A cursory reading reveals the text doesn’t say in the beginning
God spoke and created the heavens and the earth from nothing. It simply says God created and v. 2 assumes a material existence.



Theological truth, Historical truth, Scientific truth
o
o
o



Can it be all three? Yes
Does it have to be all three? No
Is the Authority, integrity or inherency of Scripture threatened if it’s only one of the Three? That depends…

Another ambiguous textual issue we come across is in v. 2 the earth was without form and void
o

Formless and empty

1

•
•
•
•
•

Recent Ancestors…Adam and Eve were specially created about 10,000 years agao and were the first humans. All humans
today have descended from them.
Recent representatives…God created humans about 150,000 years ago, using progressive or evolutionary creation, and
specially selected a pair of humans about 10,000 years ago to act as humanity’s representatives. They chose to sin and their
sinful status was applied to all humans.
Pair of Ancient ancestors…God used natural mechanisms to create pre-human hominids; then about 150,000 years ago God
miraculously modified a pair of them into the first humans, Adam and Eve. All humans today have descended from this pair
Group of ancient representatives…God created humans about 150,000 years ago, using evolutionary creation, and specially
selected a particular group and revealed himself to them. They chose to sin and their sinful status was applied to all humans.
Symbolic…God created humans about 150,000 years ago using evolutionary creation. No particular single event occurred in
which all humans fell into sin at the same time, but many events happened in which various individuals and groups rebelled
against God.
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